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 Trends Transforming the Global Value Landscape
PMs Paul Ehrlichman and Grace Su discuss how the changing focus of monetary policy is supportive of international value
and small cap stocks.

 Anatomy of a Recession: 3Q21 Update
Jeff Schulze and Josh Jamner address marginal changes to their bullish economic and market outlook as the expansion
transitions to mid cycle.

 The Long View: Waiting for a Pullback?
2Q21 Commentary: A strong macro outlook and resurgent buybacks point to any weakness as a buying opportunity.

 Midyear Outlook: What Normalization Could Mean
CIO Scott Glasser joins Jeff Schulze to assess the current state of equity markets and the economy.

 Why Software Will Continue to Eat the World
PM Matt Lilling and Analyst Hilary Frisch discuss how software companies are empowering digital transformation.
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Consumer spending represents more than 70% of U.S. gross domestic product and a resilient consumer has kept the current
economic expansion afloat. In the latest ClearBridge podcast, Consumer Discretionary Analyst Neal Austria and Consumer Staples
and Durables Analyst Rob Buesing join Investment Strategist Jeff Schulze to discuss catalysts behind consumer strength and how
to invest in this trend in the year ahead.  
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